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Welcome!



OPENING COMMENTS

Ceril Shagrin



2015 VISION
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CRE VISION FOR 2015 

> Focus on methodology: Identify and solve critical measurement problems

>  Articulate coherent research agendas  

>  Achieve genuine progress on Cross-platform metrics

>  Increased attention to Digital and Audio measurement issues 
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CRE VISION FOR 2015 
>  Deliver a series of highly thoughtful Client events: 

- What Is It to Watch TV?
- Validating Modeled Data 
- Collaborating with Data Scientists

>  Fill empty CRE chairs with active, contributing members

>  Growing cooperation between CRE and Nielsen consistent with CRE 
independence  



NIELSEN R&D UPDATE

Christine Pierce



Christine Pierce

DATA SCIENCE UPDATE
CRE QUARTERLY MEETING
MARCH 2015
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WHY DATA SCIENCE? 

EMPHASIZES THE SCIENCE 
Recognizes that Science is critical to the Panel + 
Census Strategy as we integrate digital/big/organic 
data into methodologies

INCLUSIVE UMBRELLA TERM

Includes Statisticians, Mathematicians, Social/ 
Behavioral Scientists … just as we always have…
while reflecting an expansion of skills/capabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BASES expects the launch of VitaMelts to grow the Nature Made brand ~2%, primarily due to the expected increase in parent brand promotional spend. Without an increase in promotional spend, the growth is expected to be less than 1%.



2015 RATINGS ENHANCEMENTS



Mission:

Increase the
stability and

reliability of the
ratings through
comprehensive 

measurement 
that keeps 

pace with the 
dynamic

market place.   

2015 RATINGS ENHANCEMENTS

Panel Expansions
• National 
• Local - LPMs, Set Meter, Code 

Reader Markets

Viewer Assignment 
• National (via Set Meter 

Integration)
• Local Set Meter, Code Reader

• LPM/NPM used for Unknown 
Audience Imputation in

Ratings Stabilization 
• Local People Meter, Set Meter, 

and Code Reader Markets



NATIONAL PANEL EXPANSION

Integrate ~12,900 Set Meter 
Homes* + Nielsen’s Viewer 
Assignment model for 
audience ratings - informed 
by NPM viewing behavior.

Improves stability 
Reduces fluctuations & zero ratings 

Install  2,170 NEW People 
Meter Homes  in Remainder 
US geography to strengthen 
NPM footprint

Doubles the effective sample size
of the National Panel

1 2

*Will not include Set Top Box or Code Reader inputs at this time*
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Compute Demo 
Probabilities

Scott 

Melanie 

Scott - 80%
Melanie - 45%

Collect Tuning Consider Who is 
in the Home

Select Viewer(s)

(Scott)

VIEWER ASSIGNMENT

1 2

4 3
Regional NPM 

Homes

We know who is in the home and what the home watched.  
The methodology assigns which household member(s). 



BENEFITS OF VIEWER ASSIGNMENT

Code Reader Homes
> Assigns Viewers to CR Households for Local Measurement
> Enables Diary Replacement and More Reliable Measurement

Set Meter Homes
> Assigns Viewers to Set Meter Households for Local and 
National 

- Removes Bias from Diary in Local Set Meter 
Measurement 

• Accelerates National Expansion through Set Meter 
integration

> Enables more Reliable and Stable Measurement

People Meter Homes
• Assigns Viewers to Unidentified Audience (Faulting Minutes) 

in Local and National People Meter Measurement
• Impact of 3% increase in persons 25-54 average daily intabs
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LOCAL RATINGS STABILIZATION 

What is Ratings Stabilization?
Statistical technique to mitigate ratings fluctuations while 
maintaining trends that reflect actual changes in viewing 
behavior

Key Benefits
• Stabilizes the Noise/Random Fluctuations & Preserves Meaningful 

Differences
• Statistically Significant Differences Will Not be Stabilized
• Non-Significant Differences will Be Stabilized 

• More Precise and Reliable Ratings
• Validation study showed ratings were equal or closer to truth set 

81% of time*
• Fewer Zero-Rated Quarter Hours

• Averages ~30%  in LPM tests 

*Validation Details available in Ratings Stabilization White Paper , Released in March 2015
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LOCAL RATINGS STABILIZATION 

How Does it Work?

Conduct Tests for Statistically Significance
1. Difference between the current and prior week HUT for the quarter hour.

• If statistically significant – do not stabilize, use observed ratings for all sources. 
• If not statistically significant – administer the second test. 

2. Difference between the current and prior week station/cable network household 
rating for the quarter hour. 
• If statistically significant  - do not stabilize, use  observed rating for the 

household and all demographic ratings. 
• If not statistically significant  - apply stabilization to  household and all 

demographic ratings for that station or cable network. 

Stabilization Method 
• Weighted Average where current week data receives a 60% weight and the prior 

week data receives a 40% weight. 



STEERING

Pat Liguori



CRE FINANCES



DIGITAL

Brad Adgate



Longitudinal Study Info

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study was a follow up study to Acceleration 1, which was conducted from November, 2013 to March, 2014Participants were assisted in the purchase of up to three devices that increased or upgraded their current viewing optionsThis technique was used to provide a look ahead to a world in which the “early majority” has new media devices and services which are currently in the hands of only “early adopters”OBJECTIVES FOR PHASE 2: Determine whether…The changes in device usage and viewing behavior observed during the Acceleration Study indicative of long term change or of behavior that was temporarily arising from a honeymoon period?What are the overall impressions of the purchased devices now that they have been in use for 5+ months?What device and service churn resulted from the introduction of a new device? 
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STUDY SAMPLE
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CONSUMER MINDSET
> An Evolving Mental Model
− In Acceleration 1, it became clear that 

most participants had an incomplete 
but evolving mental model:

• People were content-driven from the 
outset. They knew they wanted to be 
able to stream but were not sure what 
would specifically be available to them in 
the array of devices and services 
currently available. As a result, we have 
observed exploratory behavior 
throughout the study as they learned 
what viewing is possible, and what is of 
interest to them. 

− Acceleration 2 found that the 
consumer mindset is still evolving:

• There is an evolution of streaming 
adoption that is happening at a 
household and room level.

“An easier way to stream than through 
my Wii”

“A TV that won’t be outdated in a few 
years”

“A device that brings the web and TV 
together”

“A cheaper alternative to cable”

“More options to watch through 
streaming”

“An Apple TV to sync with my other 
Apple devices”

“For the kids to watch Netflix and 
YouTube in the car”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Response:Consumer mindset is still evolving.Things that positively surprised users like mirroring YouTube from phone, variety of available apps (fitness, education), devices are being updated and added to Things that negatively surprised users like needing cable logins to access certain streaming apps, so many apps require pay plans, airplay not being compatible with older devices, hidden costs associated with Xbox live, barrier to access certain features without accessory devices (like keyboard or camera or magic remote)



GROUP VIEWING

Classifying Group Viewing Behavior Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have collected a few different types of data on Group Viewing.Many of our observations consisted of group viewing – we were able to observe firsthand, and also ask participants about events we weren’t able to observe. Participants also completed two assignments about group viewing, both of which involved recording notes about their group viewing experiences over the span of a few days. One was focused more on their qualitative impressions of their experience, whereas the other one took a different angle and had them record more specific details, such as time, number of participants, devices and services used, etc. in addition to their qualitative impressions.Because group viewing can range from two people focused solely on the TV to ten people with an array of devices, in and out of the room, we knew that different types of scenarios would present different challenges. We wanted to organize this data in a way that would allow us to distinguish between different types of group viewing so that we could better understand the way certain variables operate in the context of group viewing, as well as what contextual factors are typical of different types of scenarios.
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SIX GROUP VIEWING BEHAVIOR SCENARIOS
> Peripheral Viewing
> Unintended Exposure
> Incidental Group Viewing
> Dedicated Group Viewing
> Together, Viewing Separately
> In-the-Moment Group Viewing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using this approach, we identified six different types of Group Viewing scenarios that are distinguished by levels of attention and presenceBehavior Scenarios are fluid – there may be evidence of multiple Behavior Scenarios going on in a single session/short period of time, and they may overlap or transform into different types of Behavior Scenarios throughout the course of a session. By classifying the types of group viewing scenarios we encountered, this segmentation should help to bring some clarity to measurement challenges posed by groups. Ideally, this perspective on the qualitative data can inform the approach to quantitative data collection. 
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GROUP VIEWING BEHAVIOR SCENARIOS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Representative examples of how these Behavior Scenarios manifest in different households – snapshots of different types of behaviors we have seen/heard about.Introduce elements that comprise Behavior ScenarioDeviceViewersTop bar shows service/contentIndividual bars show presence and attentionThe following behavior scenarios are organized from lowest level of attention to highest.
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Frequently linear TV, 
or a favorite standby 
series

Co-presence is 
priority

Desire for “company” 
or “background 
noise”

Other devices 
frequently used

PERIPHERAL VIEWING: LOW ATTENTION, VARIABLE 
PRESENCE

Common among 
couples and 
roommates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peripheral Viewing (what we sometimes describe as ‘having TV on in the background, or ‘moving wallpaper) represents the lowest level of attention (attention is on the screen only occasionally); presence may vary – people may be in the room but focused on other tasks/screens, or they may feel free to leave the room for periods of time as they are not invested in the content.In the Peripheral Viewing scenario pictured, two roommates use personal devices to check social media and browse the internet while the TV is on in the background. Their attention throughout the viewing session varies. At times they are entirely focused on a personal device or the main screen; other times, their attention is divided between the two devices.This type of scenario is motivated by a desire for company or background noise rather than a desire to see specific content. We also see this happen frequently as a result of habits or routines – people tend to flip the TV on out of habit. It’s common among households with couples and roommates, who want to be in the same room, either to spend time together or because it’s most comfortable. In those cases, typically one person has chosen the content and may thus be more attentive.As a result, the content viewed in this scenario often involves live TV – specifically people may have a favorite ‘standby’ network they default to – when it involves OTT, many people have favorite series they rewatch (The Office is really popular for this type of viewing)Other devices are frequently used as content on the main screen is not the primary focus.Challenges to MeasurementBecause multiple people are in the room paying various degrees of attention to the main screen, it’s difficult to gauge exposure to the content. What is getting through?With multiple screens around to distract viewers, attention fluctuates and bounces between devices unpredictably.Viewers may leave the room throughout the course of the session. Compliance with use of measurement tools may falter as viewers may not consider ‘watching TV’ to be their primary activity.
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No direct motivation Content and service 
agnostic

UNINTENDED EXPOSURE: LOW PRESENCE, VARIABLE 
ATTENTION

Especially common 
among families with 
young kids, as well 
as roommates and 
couples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unintended Exposure is lowest level of presence, and typically consists of low levels of attention when the viewer is in the room.  Think of this as what happens when someone else in the household is watching TV, and you are in and out of the room, not intentionally paying attention to the content, but something is occasionally getting through.In the Unintended Exposure scenario shown here, two kids are watching a show on the DVR (Dedicated BS); one parent is in and out of the room, while the other is in the room, but not attentive to the TV. After the DVR’d show ends, one of the kids chooses to watch a show on live TV, while the other begins playing a game with one parent. The parent and child playing the game are still marginally aware of the TV in the room. The other child stays in the room, but stops paying attention to what’s on live TV after several minutes.This scenario usually occurs in conjunction with another scenario, as the person who is unintentionally exposed to content has not selected it. As a result, there is no motivation, per se, for this scenario to occur. Additionally, it is content and service agnostic, as these factors are decided by someone else.As you might imagine, this scenario is common among families with kids, as parents are frequently in and out of the room where the kids are watching TV.  Challenges to MeasurementViewers who encounter content through Unintended Exposure may be at times paying no attention, and at other times paying a significant amount of attention for a short period of time.This scenario may happen with personal devices, depending on how they are used.People may not consider this to be ‘viewing’ as their exposure is short
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INCIDENTAL GROUP VIEWING: ATTENTION AND PRESENCE 
GO HAND IN HAND

Viewers become 
“hooked” by 
content

Personal devices 
with larger screens 
in addition to TVs

Infrequently 
distracted by 
personal devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incidental Group Viewing typically occurs when a viewer is exposed to content they did not choose, but grows interested or maintains some awareness of what’s on the main screen. Similar to Peripheral viewing, but with a higher level of attention.Presence and attention can be motivated by one another. The Incidental Group Viewing scenario depicted here occurs when Viewer One is watching content, either in a shared or private space in the home, and Viewer Two enters the picture and becomes interested in the content Viewer One is watching. Both are occasionally distracted by personal devices, but generally attentive to the main screen.Content plays a big role in this scenario, as the scenario revolves around interest in the content. As with all group viewing scenarios, this is most likely to take place on a shared device in a prominent place, such as a main TV in the living room, but it may also occur on personal devices with larger screens Distraction by personal devices is less frequent as attention to the content is higherChallenges to MeasurementWhen someone enters the room, at what point do they become interested in the content?
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DEDICATED GROUP VIEWING: HIGH PRESENCE, HIGH 
ATTENTION

Content enjoyed by 
all or most

Viewers infrequently 
leave the room

More likely to extend 
engagement

Commonly live viewing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what we think of when we think of ‘group viewing’ – a number of people sitting down together and focusing primarily on the TV, being distracted only occasionally from the content on the main screen.About half of those reported to us were Dedicated Group Viewing.In the Dedicated Group Viewing scenario shown here, a group of friends gathers at one of the friends’ houses to watch a favorite show on prime time television. Because all viewers are interested in the show, they are present for almost the entire time, and their attention is entirely focused on the main TV while the show is on. During ads, the viewers may check personal devices or chat with each other. At the conclusion of the program, three of the viewers watch a teaser for next week’s episode on one viewer’s phone.This is an extreme example – like what we might see for special events. A more routine example might consist of a dyad watching a program together, while other viewers encounter content Peripherally or Unintentionally.Service is dictated by the path of least resistance.May be extremely variable in size, ranging from couples/pairs to dozens of viewers in the case of special events.Engagement with personal devices is usually prompted by a notification, or occurs primarily during lulls in content or ad breaks.May be result of appointment, routine/habit, etc.Typical of evening sessions.�Challenges to MeasurementArguably the least challenging scenario to measure, as it frequently involves linear TV, a fixed number of viewers, all with relatively high levels of attention to the content.Challenge comes when we see other behaviors intersecting with this traditional mode of viewing.
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TOGETHER, VIEWING SEPARATELY: HIGH ATTENTION 
TO MULTIPLE CONTENT STREAMS

Attentive to the 
content they have 
chosen

May become 
interested in other 
viewers’ content

Desire for co-
presence or scarcity 
of screens

Common among 
kids, teens, young 
adults

OTT content on 
personal devices

Common OOH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In the Together, Viewing Separately scenario shown here, a couple spends a routine evening at home. Viewer One uses the TV to catch up on a program that was recorded on their DVR, while Viewer Two uses their phone to watch something on Netflix, as they are uninterested in the show on the main TV. When the DVR’d show ends, Viewer One leaves the room, and Viewer Two switches to live TV. When Viewer One returns, they occupy themselves with their phone until they have the opportunity to change the channel during a commercial break, at which time Viewer Two resumes watching Netflix on their phone.Occurs OOH, when traveling or waiting; this occurs in the home, especially with kids and teens, either because they want to spend time with family (or family wants to spend time with them) or because the main screen is occupied.Usually personal devices are involved. Sometimes exclusively personal devices, sometimes in conjunction with a main device.OTT content more prevalent as a result of the devices that are used.Challenges for MeasurementDuration varies widely, from a few minutes to hours.May include any number of personal devices.Because viewers are engaged in viewing independently, presence may fluctuate unpredictably, and they may also be exposed to one another’s content.�
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IN-THE-MOMENT VIEWING: SHORT BURSTS OF HIGH 
ATTENTION, HIGH PRESENCE

Peer groups in social 
contexts

Short duration 
means constant 
presence and 
attention

Unplanned, by 
definition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In-the-Moment Viewing scenarios typically occur around short-form content, as depicted here. In this example, one viewer uses their phone to show a group of friends a video they found on YouTube.Challenges for MeasurementNon-traditional platformsPersonal devices may mean more concern about privacyActive input from the user unlikely due to the compressed nature of the scenario and the desire to see content immediately



BIG DATA

Stacey Schulman
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BIG DATA COMMITTEE FOCUS 2015
> Exploratory Meetings with DEPs/DMPs
− Oracle/Bluekai (March 2nd)
− Mastercard – Monday, March 30th at 2pm
− Neustar – Monday, April 6th at 2pm
− eXelate – in process

> Research Project:  Focused on data quality, providing marketplace with understanding of bias 
inherent in various available data sets

> Event Planning:  Helping Data Scientists and Market Researchers work better together

> Upcoming Outreach/PR:  AMA Blog “Elevate”, Broadcast Educators Assn Speaking 
Engagement



RETURN PATH MEASUREMENT

Pat Liguori
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CONFERENCE CALL ON 3/3/15
>  One Touch Intelligence MVPD Database Report

- Committee favors commissioning OTI to update report (8:2)
- Approximate cost is $15,000.

>  Potential Projects in Rank Order
1. Audience Measurement Fragmentation
2. Cloud as a Replacement for STBs
3. Set Top Box Functionality
4. Other ~ Explore validity of Rentrak’s STB algorithm.  Does the likelihood of the STB and 

TV both being turned off differ by demographic, program genre being tuned, etc?
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CONFERENCE CALL ON 3/3/15
> “What do you feel is missing from Return Path Measurement?
− Agreement upon when an STB should be considered “off.”
− Knowing who is in front of the TV. 
− Measurement of OTA, OTT and OOH viewing.
− Measurement of sets without STBs in an STB HH.
− Measurement of Cable HHs that don’t have an STB.
− Data to develop and apply accurate demographic modeling.
− Knowledge of how representative of a market RPM measurement is when:

• Not all of the major MVPDs are providing data. 
• We don’t have knowledge of daily/weekly number of HHs contributing to RPM ratings.
• Severe weather or power outages affect a sizeable portion of a market.
Certain geographies or types of MVPD HHs are not represented.

− Are OTT apps available through smart TVs changing the type of metrics available?  Is viewing shifting 
to non-linear environment as more programmers go OTT?



ROI

Dave Poltrack



BREAK



CRE METHODOLOGY

REFRESHER ON SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH METHODS: 

Janet Gallent
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IT STARTS OFF WITH A THEORY…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7sSuh
Q1_24

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7sSuhQ1_24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7sSuhQ1_24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7sSuhQ1_24
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> Null hypothesis:
− Howard only talks about his Space Station experience when it makes 

sense to do so

> Alternative Hypothesis: 
− Howard will talk about his Space Station experience any chance he 

can get – even when it’s not relevant

THE BIG BANG THEORY
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EXPERIMENT
>An experiment is an orderly procedure carried out with the goal of verifying, refuting, or 
establishing the validity of a hypothesis.

>Provides insight into cause and effect by demonstrating what outcome occurs when a  
particular factor is manipulated

>Typically include controls, which are designed to minimize the effects of variables other than 
the single independent variable. 

>An experiment can never "prove" a hypothesis, it can only add support



42https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCdS5Zy5CNE

FINDING YOUR RESEARCH QUESTION
> Area of research is very broad, lots of ideas, theories, topics

But…

> Research question needs to be narrow, answerable, and realistic given the 
resources available and what is achievable
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCdS5Zy5CNE

THE RESEARCH QUESTION IS YOUR FIRST STEP…
1. Identify your research question

• Conceptualize or frame the issue 
• Establish objectives/goals that you want to achieve from the study
• Review existing research to understand what has been done/needs to be done
• Generate hypotheses that you can test 

2. Choose a research strategy and methodology
• Quantitative and/or qualitative research
• Survey: Phone, Online, Mobile (Hybrid); Diary:  Paper, Electronic
• Focus Groups; In Depth Interviews; Ethnographies etc.
• Biometric Research

3. Design the research
• Sample universe, field dates,  writing the survey, screener, discussion guide etc.



44https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCdS5Zy5CNE

THE RESEARCH QUESTION IS YOUR FIRST STEP…
1. Identify your research question

2. Design the research
• Choose your research methodology
• Sample frame

3. Collect the data

4. Analyze the data 

5. Report the data

6. Act on the data
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"If I had an hour to solve a problem and my life 
depended on the solution, I would spend the first 
55 minutes determining the proper question to 
ask, for once I know the proper question, I could 
solve the problem in less than five minutes.“ –
Albert Einstein



46https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4NQHeI8GD54

WHAT IS QUALITY RESEARCH: 4 KEY QUESTIONS
1.Is the study reliable?  Can the study can be repeated and get the same results? In other 

words, can the results be replicated under the same conditions? 

2.Are the results valid?  Do the results make sense?  

Threats to Internal Validity: 
> Pre-tests that influence the outcome (e.g., ask viewers about target ads, expose viewers to ads, ask 

viewers if they recall the ads)
> Timing that coincides with an external event that will impact the outcome (e.g., asking about TV viewing 

during the Super Bowl)
> Researcher influences (e.g., participant behavior/attitudes influenced by interactions with researcher)
> Participant behavioral changes that are based on what they think the study is about (e.g., person 

watches more television than usual because they think the study is about television viewing)
> Social desirability
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3.

• 3
4
.
.

4
.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4NQHeI8GD54

FOUR KEY QUESTIONS ABOUT QUALITY RESEARCH
3. Are the findings generalizable?  How representative are these findings 

beyond the situation investigated?  Does the study have external validity?
• Importance of sampling
• Length of time in the field for surveys (i.e., difference between people who take studies on 

Monday vs. Tuesday etc.)
• Setting (i.e., where the study is taking place)

4.   How credible is the study?  
• Who carried out the study? 
• Who paid for the study?  
• Who published the study? Etc.
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Qualitative Quantitative 

Credible/Results make sense Internal Validity 

Transferability/Applicability External Validity (Generalizability)

Dependability/Consistency/
Replicability (Biggest issue in 
qualitative research)

Reliability

Non-Biased/Neutrality Objectivity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGeh_foiwu0
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/qualval.php

Criteria of Soundness 
(Guba & Lincoln)

SCIENTIFIC RIGOR ESSENTIAL, REGARDLESS OF METHOD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGeh_foiwu0
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/qualval.php


LOCAL MEASUREMENT 

Billy McDowell
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY – RESPONSE TO RFP
We are in discussion with 2 Professors at Temple to fund a graduate assistant position focused 
on a research project for local measurement.
> Philadelphia Test

- Utilizing Blue Tooth Technology
- Device Recognition
- Nielsen to Review Project – to compare with own R&D
- Not asking for Council funds at this time



SAMPLE QUALITY

Ceril Shagrin



Questions Priority Votes
1. How is nonresponse bias impacted when more than one type 
of device is metered in a home e.g. television sets, tablets, 
computers?  What is the impact on sample quality of requiring 
meters on all television sets but not all computers or tablets?  
How valid is using the national sample for missing person’s data 
from digital census data if not all the devices in the national 
sample are metered?

2. How will use of PPM for out of home viewing impact sample 
quality as a result of different samples, different sample 
methodology, different definition of viewing, and different editing 
rules?

3. How can affluent homes be motivated to participate in samples 
and provide usable data.  How can this be accomplished in all 
types of Nielsen samples?

4. What is the impact of using different models for person’s 
information?  The reliability of the data will only be as good as the 
input to the models.  How can this be evaluated?

#1 2
#2 1
#3 3
#4 0

#1 1
#2 2
#3 2
#4 1

#1 0
#2 1
#3 0
#4 5

#1 3
#2 2
#3 1
#4 0



AUDIO

Buzz Knight
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AUDIO COMMITTEE
> Buzz Knight Greater Media

> Amy Vokes Radio One

> Annette Malave Radio Advertising Bureau 

> Bill Rose Nielsen

> Natalie Coser Nielsen

> Gary Heller CBS 

> Lucy Hughes CBS 

> Janice Finkel-Greene Magna-Global 

> Jerry Lee WBEB Philadelphia 

> Kathleen Bohan Univision 

> Radha Subramanyam iHeart Media 

> Stacey Schulman Katz Media Group



MEDIA CONSUMPTION & ENGAGEMENT

Joe Abruzzo
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PROGRESS TO-DATE
> Presentations to Nielsen Clients – 1/29/15
> Working sessions to define a research agenda and identify research topics
> Published the “Alignment of Cross-Platform Metrics” White Paper

> Works in progress:
− RFPs
− Matrix of Cross-Platform Metrics being finalized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks to Michele Buslik for her help and guidance. A major loss for the committee.Welcome Doug Peiffer , Chief Executive Officer, OzTAM Pty LtdOzTAM is the official source of television audience measurement (TAM) covering Australia’s five mainland metropolitan markets and nationally for subscription television.OzTAM manages and markets television ratings data for total television viewing in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth across all television households and nationally for all subscription television households. 
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TOWARDS A RESEARCH AGENDA
> Definition of an exposure, an impression by media platform. 
− Can there be a consistent definition?

> Direct support to cross-channel equivalency
− How does ad awareness vary by channel? Neural/biometric measures?
− Do findings from the Beyond :30 Lab suggesting screen equivalency carry-over to the in-

field/uncontrolled media consumption experience?

> Impact of concurrent usage
− What is the impact of concurrent media channel usage on ad awareness? complement or 

compete/conflict? Neural/biometric measures?

> Impact of group viewing
− What is the impact of co-viewing on ad awareness?

> Impact of Commercial Load
− What is the impact of commercial load (clutter) on ad awareness



VALUATION OF CROSS PLATFORM VIEWING
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VALUATION OF CROSS-PLATFORM VIEWING
> Detailed examination of video content viewing across platforms
> The intent of the study is to learn the differences and/or similarities to viewing TV programs 

and advertiser commercials across platforms.
> Guide the measurement of viewing, determine if there is a common means of measurement 

that captures viewing equally across platforms, both quantitatively and qualitatively
> Three basic areas of exploration:
− Emotional Reaction: Does the level of satisfaction with the content vary by platform?
− Retention / Recall: Is there a difference in the ability to remember or recall the content from one 

platform vs the other?
− Engagement: Are viewers connecting with the content to the same degree across each of the 

platforms?

> Additional areas: distraction, valuation, co-viewing, behavioral differences: program vs. 
commercial content



CONCURRENT PLATFORM USAGE
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CONCURRENT PLATFORM USAGE
> Examination of concurrent media platform usage in video consumption
− What platforms are being used concurrently and what each is used for?
− What impact this behavior has on advertising awareness?
− What means might be used to measure this behavior on an ongoing basis across all 

dayparts?

> Additional questions that we’d like to answer:
− How prevalent is concurrent platform usage?
− What combinations of platforms are being used? Frequency, duration?
− What is each screen being used for and for how long? Screens being used for multiple 

purposes?
− Typical primary vs. concurrent screen?
− Impact of concurrent platform consumption on program and advertising exposure and/or 

awareness. What metrics will be used to establish exposure and awareness?   
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RECAP OF NEXT STEPS
> Continue to evolve the research agenda
> Complete development of RFPs
− Valuation of cross-platform viewing
− Concurrent Platform Usage

> Identification of additional topics for RFP development
> Complete development of Matrix of Cross-Media Metrics
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TENTATIVE TIMELINE

Deliverable Anticipated Completion

Issue 2 RFPs (discussed during today’s meeting) 3/18/15

Issue additional RFPs (TBD) 3/31/15

Review of proposals 4/24/15

Finalize Matrix of Cross-Platform Metrics 4/24/15

Present proposals at Quarterly Meeting of CRE 6/10/15



COMMUNICATIONS

Joanne Burns



COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY UPDATE

VP

Director

Other

Senior
CEO

Sources:  LinkedIn stats, based on self-reporting; and internal CRE data. All data as of 3/11/15

701 members 

Newsletter 785

News Releases 654

Subscribers

Webinars 651

Weekly Clips 201



RECENT EVENTS / COMMUNICATIONS

> Committee-related activities:
– “Talking Social TV 2” academic review

• Covered in Ad Age

– Ongoing coverage opportunities on Big Data Primer



WEB SITE RE-LAUNCHED

> Re-Launched in February with New Features 
_ Re-Designed to be a user-friendly research repository

_ Re-Launch to be featured in March CRE Newsletter

> Launch of Mobile Version March 11, 2015



EDUCATION

Jed Meyer
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ACTIVITY UPDATE
> Continue to execute the plan – engaging new & current members
> Continue working the “Growing the Media Research Profession” with Gary Corbitt
> Three events planned for 2015:
− “The Power of Women in Research and Media: A CRE Discussion” 

• The purpose of the event is to have thought-provoking conversation among a panel of successful, diverse, and 
engaging women.  We plan to focus the conversation around these women’s’ experience(s) within the research 
field, their career paths, the challenges they’ve faced, the opportunities they’ve taken advantage of, as well as 
funny moments, and untold stories. 

• May/June
• Estimated budget $10-12K for event space & food 
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ACTIVITY UPDATE
> Presentation for MAIP 2015 interns “Past/Present/Future of Research” 
− June/July
− Estimated budget $1K (food)

> Young Career Event “Exposing Research to the Early Career”
− The purpose of the event is to educate those within their early career on the research field. The 

presentation will provide an understanding of what ‘research’ really means, and the various facets of 
research and how it differs across these facets (i.e., agency, media, vendor, sales, etc.). Our aim is to 
communicate that research is not one-dimensional and can be found in any and all sectors. 

− Late Summer / early Fall
− Estimated budget $10-12K for event space & food 
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NEXT STEPS
> Request authorization from CRE for up to $25K to fund the 3 events

> Work with other interested parties in hosting MAIP 2015 internship event

> Execute well thought-out events that serve the research community

> Establish more connections with University professors



INSIGHTS TO PRACTICE

Nancy Gallagher



SOCIAL MEDIA

Beth Rockwood
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SOCIAL MEDIA COMMITTEE UPDATE
> Academic Webinar held on March 4th

> Additional Academic Analyses Underway
− Request for $15K for additional data (paid to Nielsen)

> ARF Presentation for Audience Measurement in June

> Regular meetings to resume
− Opportunities exist with Facebook recent announcement of  DataSift project



NEW BUSINESS
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